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Abstract

here report a series of four patients with Temporal Lobe

Background: Temporal lobe seizures are typical symptoms

Epilepsy (TLE) and MS with features of ALE, focusing on

in patients with Autoimmune Limbic Encephalitis (ALE),

clinical, MRI, EEG and serological findings.

but also occur in the context of Multiple Sclerosis (MS). We
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Case series: Four patients diagnosed with relapsing-

Barr virus; ENA: extractable nuclear antigen antibodies;

remitting (RR) or primary progressive (PP) forms of MS

GABABR: gamma-amino butyric acid B receptor; GAD:

according to the amended McDonald criteria from 2017 and

glutamic acid decarboxylase; HHV-6: human herpesvirus 6;

TLE with additional features of ALE (according the Graus

HSV1/2: herpes simplex virus ½; LGI1: leucine-rich, glioma

criteria from 2016) were retrospectively identified based on

inactivated 1; LE: limbic encephalitis; MOG: myelin

medical records from five German tertiary epilepsy centers.

oligodendrocyte glyco-protein; MS: multiple sclerosis;

All patients (female) suffered from additional limbic

NMOSD:

symptoms including memory disturbances and depression.

NMDAR: N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor; OCB: oligoclonal

All patients had additional signs of bilateral temporomesial

bands; PPMS: primary progressive multiple sclerosis; RF:

affection on MRI and bilateral temporal slowing and

rheumatoid factor; RRMS: relapsing-remitting multiple

epileptiform activity on EEG. Three patients had CSF-

sclerosis; VZV: varicella zoster virus

neuromyelitis

optica

spectrum

disorders;

specific oligoclonal bands. In two patients TLE with
additional limbic symptoms preceded MS, in one patient MS

1.

preceded TLE, and in one patient TLE and MS occurred

Temporal lobe seizures are typical symptoms at disease onset

simultaneously. In all cases, serum and CSF samples were

in patients with autoimmune limbic encephalitis (ALE) due

negative for well-characterized neuronal antibodies.

to inflammation of temporomesial structures [1], but patients

Background

especially with antibodies (abs) against intracellular
Conclusions: Our case series showed that TLE and MS

neuronal antigens are prone to develop temporal lobe

symptoms may resemble the symptoms of ALE. Diagnosing

epilepsy (TLE) during the disease course [2-3]. Especially

of overlapping MS and ALE could not be made definitively

ALE

because neither clinical symptoms nor temporomesial MRI

decarboxylase 65 (GAD65) is associated with often

findings could help clearly to distinguish between MS and

pharmacoresistant (temporal lobe) epilepsy [2-4]. In a recent

antibody-negative ALE.

study, neuronal abs were found in 17% of patients with

with

abs

against

intracellular

glutamic

acid

temporal lobe seizures and additional signs of limbic

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis; Temporal lobe epilepsy;

involvement [5]. The frequency of seizures/epilepsy in

Autoimmune limbic encephalitis; MRI

patients with other autoimmune CNS diseases such as
multiple sclerosis (MS) ranges from 1.5% to 7.8% among the

Abbreviations: AHS: ammon´s horn sclerosis; ANA: anti-

studies, but it is rare compared to the frequency in ALE

nuclear antibodies; ANCA: anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic

patients [2-3, 6-7]. The causes for increased risk of epilepsy

antibodies;

in MS patients are not completely understood. Previous study

AMPAR:

α-amino-hydroxy-methylangiotensin

described a link between increasing disease duration,

CASPR2:

severity of MS and risk of epilepsy [7]. Further studies

contactin-associated protein-like 2; CMV: cytomegalovirus;

indicated that cortical inflammation and degenerative

ds-DNA: double stranded DNA antibodies; EBV: Epstein–

cortical grey matter lesions, especially in the temporal lobe,

isoxazolepropionic
converting

acid

enzyme;

receptor;

AQP4:

ACE:

aquaporin-4;

could enhance the susceptibility to seizures in MS [8-9]. One
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case of an association between seronegative possible ALE

in addition to MS signs (case no. 3, Figure 1 c). In another

and MS has been published so far [10]. The association of

patient TLE and MS occurred simultaneously. The patient

autoimmune encephalitis (e.g., anti-N-methyl-D-aspartate

suffered from episodes of dysaesthesia of the right arm and

receptor (NMDAR) encephalitis) with demyelinating

optic neuritis in addition to limbic symptoms including

syndromes was previously described [11-14]. We here report

figural and verbal memory disturbance, depression and

a series of four patients with TLE and MS resembling ALE,

epileptic seizures of temporal lobe origin at disease onset.

focusing on clinical, MRI, EEG and serological findings.
The brain MRI showed left temporomesial T2-/FLAIR-

2.

signal and volume increase with right AHS in addition to

Case series

Four patients diagnosed with MS according to the amended

multiple periventricular, juxtacortical and infratentorial

McDonald criteria from 2017 and TLE with additional

lesions consistent with MS (case no. 2, Figure 1 b). One

features of ALE (according the Graus criteria from 2016)

patient

were retrospectively identified based on medical records

autoimmune comorbidity, but none had cancer. CSF

from five German tertiary epilepsy centers [1, 15]. All

investigations were performed in all patients and are shown

patients were female, two of them had clinical and

in Table 1 at the time of diagnosis of TLE. None of the

paraclinical manifestations of relapsing-remitting MS

patients had CSF pleocytosis. Three patients had CSF-

(RRMS) and two of primary progressive MS (PPMS).

specific oligoclonal bands (OCBs).

had

autoimmune

thyreoditis

as

additional

Detailed clinical and paraclinical features of the patients are
In all cases, serum and CSF samples were negative for well-

summarized in Table 1.

characterized abs against intracellular (Hu, Ri, Ma/Ta,
All patients suffered from temporal lobe seizures with

CV2/CRMP5, amphiphysin, GAD65) and neural surface

additional limbic symptoms including (figural and verbal)

antigens

memory

upon

isoxazolepropionic acid receptor (AMPAR), contactin-

neuropsychological testing) and depression which occurred

associated protein-like 2 (CASPR2), leucine-rich, glioma

subacutely in temporal relation with each other. All patients

inactivated 1 (LGI1), gamma-amino butyric acid B receptor

had bilateral (anterior) temporal slowing and epileptiform

(GABABR),

activity on EEG. In two patients TLE with features of ALE

oligodendrocyte glyco-protein (MOG) typically associated

preceded MS (case No. 1 and 4, Table 1) for 2 and 3 years

with ALE and neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders

respectively. The brain MRI showed left > right

(NMOSD)). CSF samples were negative for viral (VZV,

temporomesial T2-/FLAIR-signal and volume increase

HSV1/2, CMV, EBV, HHV-6) and bacterial pathogens

without contrast-enhancement in addition to MS-related

(borrelia burgdorferi, treponema pallidum, tropheryma

changes in both cases (case no. 1, Figure 1 a; case no. 4,

whippeli), and an extensive panel for rheumatological-

Figure 1 d). In one patient MS preceded TLE for 7 years.

vasculitic disorders (ANA, ENA, ANCA, rheumatoid factor

Bilateral Ammon´s horn sclerosis (AHS) was detected in this

(RF), ds-DNA-antibodies, angiotensin converting enzyme

patient as signs of bilateral temporomesial affection on MRI

(ACE), phospholipid-antibodies) was negative.

disturbances

(either

clinically

or
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Two patients received specific immunotherapy for RRMS

besides MS (case no. 1 and 4, Table 1). All patients were also

(case no. 2 and 3, Table 1) and the other 2 patients were

treated with anticonvulsive drugs and some also with

treated with recurrent glucocorticoids for PPMS (case no. 1

antidepressant and antipsychotic drugs (Table 1).

and 4, Table 1). In addition, two patients received recurrent
glucocorticoids for suspected ALE as a second disease entity

Figure 1: Bilateral temporomesial MRI changes in four patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and Multiple Sclerosis (MS) with
features of autoimmune limbic encephalitis. (a,d) Transversal and coronal brain MRIs show left > right temporomesial FLAIRhypersignal and volume increase (without contrast-enhancement, not shown) in addition to MS-related changes; (b) Left
temporomesial FLAIR-hypersignal and volume increase with right Ammon´s horn sclerosis in addition to multiple
periventricular, juxtacortical and infratentorial lesions consistent with MS on transversal and coronal brain MRIs; (c) Bilateral
Ammon´s horn sclerosis and MS-related changes.
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No.

Sex, Age
at Onset

MS Phenotype

MS
Manifestation

MS
Treatment
History

TLE.AE+features
ALE

1

F.61

PPMS Clinical
Symptoms:
Progressive gait
disturbanse and
diplopia
MRI:
DIS
with
multiple
periventricula,
juxacortical and
spinal lesions

~2016

Recurrent
Ivmp

2

F.46

RRMS Clinical
Symptoms:
episode
of
dysaesthesia of
the right arm and
optic
neuritis
MRI: DIS+DIT
DIS
with
multiple
progressive
periventricula,
juxacorticaland
and infratentorial
lesions

41244

Glatiramerac
etate,
Fingolimod
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of

TLE.AE
Manifestation

TLE.AE+
features
of
ALE
Treatment

CSF Findings

EEG
Findings

Other
autominimum
Diseases/
Cancer

Clinical
Symptoms:
Verbal>figural memory
distrubanse, depression,
epigastric/vegetativ
auras, dyscognitive and
bilateral
convulsive
sizures MRI: left>right
temporomesial
T2/FLAIR-signal +volume
inrease, without contrastenhancement

Apr-14

Recurrent
IVMP; LTG;
Citaloporam

Lymphocytes:
1/μ;
Protein:
276mg/l;
AlbuminRatio: 3.3*103;
ITIGS:
IgG
12% IEF: CSFspecific OCB
(type 2 pattern)

Interictal:
left>right
anterior
temporal
slowing and
epileptic
activity Ictal:

AIT

Clinical
Symptoms:
figural>verbal memory
distrubanse, depression,
epigastric/vegetativ
auras, dyscognitive and
bilateral
convulsive
sizures
MRI:
left
temporomesial
T2/FLAIR-signal+volume
right temporomesial T2/FLAIR-signal increase
+volume
dicrease,
without
contrastenhancement(i.e.
bilateral AHS)

41244

Recurrent
IVMP; LTG,
LEV,
Citaloporam

Lymphocytes:
2/μ;
Protein:
415mg/l;
AlbuminRatio: 4.6*103;
ITIGS:
IgG
40% IEF: CSFspecific OCB
(type 3 pattern)

Interictal:
left>right
anterior
temporal
slowing and
epileptic
activity Ictal:

-
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3

F.23

RRMS Clinical
Symptoms:
episode
of
dysaesthesia and
paresisi of the left
leg
MRI:
DIS+DIT
DIS
with
multiple
periventricula,
juxacorticaland
lesions,
brain
atrophy

39448

Glatiramerac
etate,
Interferon-β,
Natalizumab,
Fingolimod,
Dimethylfum
arate,
Alemtuzuma
b

Clinical
Symptoms:
memory
distrubanse,
depression,
and
hullacination,
dyscognitive
and
bilateral
convulsive
seizures MRI: bilateral
temporomesial
T2/FLAIR-signal increase
+volume
dicrease,
without
contrastenhancement(i.e.
bilateral AHS)

42005

LTG, LEV,
LCM, ESL,
TPM, BRV,
Citalaporam,
Quetiapine,
Bupropione

Lymphocytes:
2/μ;
Protein:
320mg/l;
AlbuminRatio- ITIGS:
IgG 0% IEF-

Interictal:
left<right
anterior
temporal and
frontotemporal
alowing and
epileptic
activity Ictal:

-

4

F.63

PPMS Clinical
Symptoms:
Progressive
memory and gait
disturbanse MRI:
DIS
with
multiple
periventricula
and juxacortical
and spinal lesions

43466

Recurrent
IVMP

Clinical
Symptoms:
memory
distrubanse,
depression, dyscognitive
and bilateral convulsive
seizures MRI: left>right
temporomesial
T2/FLAIR-signal +volume
inrease, without contrastenhancement

42583

LTG

Lymphocytes:
1/μ;
Protein:
276mg/l;
AlbuminRatio: 3.3*103;
ITIGS: -IEF:
CSF-specific
OCB (type 2
pattern)

Intarictal:
bilateral
fronto
temporal
slowing and
epileptic
activity Ictal:
13registered
seizures,
8begining left
anterior
temporal,
5beginig right
anterior
temporal

-

Abbreviations: AHS: ammon´s horn sclerosis; A/T: autoimmune thyreoditis; CSF: cerebrospinal fluid; DIS: dissemination in space; DIT: dissemination in time; EEG: electroencephalography;
FLAIR: fluid attenuated inversion recovery; IEF: isoelectric focusing of serum and cerebrospinal fluid; IFN: intereferon; ITIGS: intrathical immunoglobulin synthesis according to Reiber;
IVMP: intravenous methyleprednisolone; IVIG: inetervenous immunoglobulin; ALE: autoimmune limbic encephalitis; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; MS: multiple sclerosis; OCB:
ologiclonal bands; PPMS: primary progressive multiple sclerosis: RRMS: relapsing-remittingmultiple sclerosis; TLE-AE: temporal lobe epilepsy with amygdala enlargement

Table 1: Detailed clinical and paraclinical features of the patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and multiple sclerosis with features of autoimmune limbic encephalitis.
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3. Discussion

of definite ALE [1]. Of course, MRI cannot reliably

Our case series shows that MS can cause limbic syndrome

distinguish between both possibilities in our cohort. But

with temporal lobe seizures and features of autoimmune

subacute limbic symptoms (especially seizures) in temporal

limbic

demonstrated

relation with each other and in line with bilateral

occurrence of overlapping demyelinating syndromes and

temporomesial MRI and EEG changes were part of the key

autoimmune encephalitis [10-14]. But diagnosing of these

features in our patients and could point to the diagnosis of

two entities as overlap is challenging in clinical practice.

ALE. In case no. 2, MS symptoms and TLE with additional

Differential diagnosis of limbic syndrome includes also a

limbic signs occurred simultaneously, but memory deficits

broad spectrum of non-autoimmune diseases e.g., CNS

and seizures are not typical at disease onset of MS. In case

infections (herpes simplex virus encephalitis, HHV-6

no. 3, MS preceded ALE symptoms for 7 years, hence

encephalitis, Neurosyphilis, Whipple disease, HIV) or brain

bilateral AHS is maybe related to MS. However, bilateral

tumors (glioma) [1]. After extensive diagnostic work-up,

temporomesial changes associated with temporal lobe

alternative causes in our patients were excluded.

seizures are more frequently caused by ALE than related to

encephalitis.

Previous

studies

other causes [21]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that
There are limited data on the frequency, clinical

ALE usually starts as a subacute disease with uni- or bilateral

characteristics and outcome of patients with seronegative

swelling of temporomesial structures, which appear

ALE. In a recent study, 7% of patients with ALE remained

hyperintense on T2-/FLAIR-weighted sequences, but

seronegative and older males were more affected [16]. None

progressive temporomesial atrophy develops in most cases

of these patients had additional demyelinating syndrome

during the disease course [22]. Several MRI studies of MS

[16]. Patients with MS or ALE usually have different clinical

patients have shown that hippocampal subregions have

features. In MS patients, according to location of lesions

different susceptibility to damage and atrophy which was

focal-neurological deficits represent the main symptoms. In

mainly

ALE patients, temporal lobe seizures, memory deficits and

visuospatial/verbal memory and memory acquisition) and

psychiatric symptoms are the typical symptoms at disease

depressive symptoms, than with seizures [23-26].

associated

with

memory

deficits

(e.g.,

onset due to inflammation of temporomesial structures [1].
In contrast, cognitive dysfunction in MS patients occur in

According to diagnostic criteria of Graus et al., 2016 for

more advanced stages of disease and correlates with the

definite

disease severity [17]. The frequency of seizures/epilepsy in

alternative causes is necessary, but in our patients diagnosed

patients with MS is rare compared to frequency in ALE

with MS, it is not possible to meet this criterion [1].

patients [2-3, 6-7]. Etiopathogenesis of seizures in MS is not

Following this, it is difficult to distinguish clearly between

completely understood, but studies demonstrated MRI and

MS and Ab-negative ALE and diagnosing of overlap

histopathological atrophy with demyelination in the

syndrome cannot be made definitively. All of our patients

hippocampus of MS patients [18-20]. Otherwise, bilateral

received immunotherapy, but unfortunately, lack of detailed

hippocampal T2/FLAIR abnormalities on brain MRI are

follow-up data hampered analysis of the treatment-outcome.

related to ALE and one of the required criteria for diagnosis

Nevertheless, occurrence of TLE with additional limbic
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symptoms in MS patients should prompt detailed future

Antibodies to glutamic acid decarboxylase define a

follow-up of the clinical and paraclinical outcome because of

form of limbic encephalitis. Ann Neurol 67 (2010):

possible

470-478.

overlap

syndrome.

Supplementary

antibody

diagnostic can be helpful for exclusion or confirmation of

5.

ALE.

Ismail FS, Spatola M, Woermann FG, et al. Diagnostic
challenges in patients with temporal lobe seizures and
features of autoimmune limbic encephalitis. Eur J
Neurol 00 (2021): 1-8.

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, all our patients were female which is in line

6.

Kavčič A, Hofmann WE. Unprovoked seizures in

with MS populations. Temporal lobe seizures with memory

multiple sclerosis: Why are they rare?. Brain Behav 7

disturbances and depressive symptoms occur as key features

(2017): e00726.

more frequently at disease onset in ALE, but can be also

7.

Burman J, Zelano J. Epilepsy in multiple sclerosis: A

related to MS during the disease course. Bilateral

nationwide population-based register study. Neurology

temporomesial T2/FLAIR changes on brain MRI are one of

89 (2017): 2462-2468.

the required diagnostic criteria for definite ab-negative ALE

8.

Calabrese M, De Stefano N, Atzori M, et al. Extensive

which was fulfilled in all of our patients. On the other hand,

cortical inflammation is associated with epilepsy in

temporal lobe damage including hippocampal structures was

multiple sclerosis. J Neurol 255 (2008): 581-586.

reported as possible cause for seizures in MS patients.

9.

Nicholas R, Magliozzi R, Campbell G, et al. Temporal

Furthermore, there is no doubt about the diagnosis of MS in

lobe cortical pathology and inhibitory GABA

our patients. So, it is more likely that MS symptoms in our

interneuron cell loss are associated with seizures in

case series may resemble the symptoms of ALE.

multiple sclerosis. Mult Scler 22 (2016): 25-35.
10. Karaaslan Z, Mercan Ö, Tüzün E, et al. A Case of
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